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The Design to Care research 
enquiry led to the development of 
the Life Café, a product comprising 
of curated creative activities which 
enables individuals to engage in 
conversation about end of life.
 
This programme of Marie Curie 
funded research was in response 
to the recognition that existing 
palliative and end of life-care 
services are not equipped to 
cope with an increasing number 
of individuals who are dying from 
multiple complex conditions. 
Previous design research focused 
on environmental design with 
repeated studies highlighting a 
paucity of design research in 
relation to improving services 
(Borgstrom, 2018).  
 
Lab4Living took the novel approach 
to concentrate on the needs of 
the community adopting a public 
health approach, aligned to the 
compassionate communities 
movement. This is the first design-
led research study of its kind.
 
Taking the method of ‘exhibition in 
a box’, a form of object elicitation 
developed by Chamberlain and 
Craig (2013) as the starting point 
this study curated a series of 
creative activities, named the ‘Life 
Café’ to scaffold thinking and to 
prompt conversation. A total of 
141 people were recruited for the 
study from community groups and 
faith-based organisations. Themes 
generated from the research were 

embodied in objects and images. 
These in turn formed tools and 
crafted activities within the Life 
Café. This set of creative tools 
enables community living individuals 
to talk about their experiences, 
hopes and wishes in the context of 
care and particularly end of life care.  
 
This research has been 
disseminated through peer 
reviewed articles, national and 
international conferences and has 
featured in national press. It is 
used in a number of universities 
in the UK as a teaching tool for 
health care students. Marie Curie 
adopted the product to support 
a national programme of work to 
promote wellbeing by engendering 
conversations about end of life.

Above: Life Cafe Product
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THE LIFE CAFE - OUTPUT - PRODUCT

Above: Video of life cafe components

This video shows the components of the Life Cafe. The Life Café 
is a product comprising of curated creative activities which enables 
individuals to engage in conversation about end of life. To see the a 
Life Cafe in action please see page 3.

https://youtu.be/vKdOvr292MM
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THE LIFE CAFE - OUTPUT - IN ACTION

Above: Marie Curie video: What’s design to care all about?

This video shows the Life Cafe in action, the film was produced by 
Marie Curie.

https://vimeo.com/259138130
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THE LIFE CAFE - METHODS

This research has used design 
methods to build understanding 
of the factors community living 
individuals identify as positive care 
experiences.  

This is very much in accordance 
with Ambition 6 of the national 
framework for palliative and end of 
life care: which places emphasis 
on community involvement, stating 
‘each community is prepared to 
help: people are ready, willing 
and able to have conversations 
about living and dying well and to 
support each other in practical ways’ 
(Ambitions for Palliative and End of 
Life Care: a national framework for 
local action 2015-2020). 

Taking the method of ‘exhibition in 
a box’, a form of object elicitation 
developed by Chamberlain and 
Craig (2013) as the starting point 
this study curated a series of 
creative activities, named the ‘Life 
Café’ to scaffold thinking and to 
prompt conversation.  

Whilst traditional qualitative 
research methods using structured 
and semi-structured interviews 
can preference the views of 
the researcher who can make 
assumptions about what the 

issues are, the creative activities 
contained in the ‘Life Café’ can 
offer individuals the space to 
reflect, discuss, explore and define 
the real questions. The activities 
offer scaffolds for communication 
because at one and the same time 
they are both concrete and abstract. 

Convenience sampling was used 
and 141 people were recruited for 
the study from community groups 
and faith-based organisations 
including: the Salvation Army, Age 
UK, Police and Fire Service, local 
older people’s groups and groups 
from BME communities.  

Each session followed an identical 
structure. After giving written 
consent, participants were invited to 
participate in the creative activities 
that comprised the Life Café. These 
included interactions with objects 
/ tools to stimulate conversations, 
word cards, and activities focusing 
on elements considered important in 
the context of life and care. 

The consent process included 
permissions to video record/tape 
the workshop and these recordings 
were transcribed and analysed 
using thematic analysis. 

The following is a description of the method used. For 
a more detailed description please see the following 
papers: ‘What do Life Cafes tell us about dying and 
end of life care’ [PDF4a]
‘Life Cafe - A co-designed method of engagement’ 
[PDF4b]

Above: Life Cafe

Above: Life Cafe

https://research.shu.ac.uk/design4health/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/713.pdf
https://research.shu.ac.uk/design4health/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/713.pdf
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/14606925.2019.1595431
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THE LIFE CAFE - METHODS

Images taken from workshops. The photographs show 
the elements which support engagement.

Familiar objects

Drawing

Meaningful objects

Group conversation

Creative materials

Interactive tasks
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THE LIFE CAFE - ANALYSIS

Each Life Café was recorded and analysis was 
undertaken using a thematic method (Braun and 
Clarke, 2013). The following are illustrative quotes 
that emerged during the Life Cafes. 

Thematic analysis

Life Cafe 3

Life Cafe 1

Life Cafe 4

Life Cafe 2

Life Cafe 5
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THE LIFE CAFE - DESIGN ITERATIONS

Utilising the methodology 
of exhibition in a box 
(Craig and Chamberlain, 
2013) an iterative process 
emerged whereby 
findings from each Life 
Café workshop were 
embodied in photographs 
and objects which were 
then integrated into the 
next workshop until the 
consistency of what 
was identified meant 
that a form of data 
saturation was reached. 
The following images 
demonstrate how the 
materials evolved within 
this process.
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Findings of the research 
were disseminated 
through exhibition 
(for example the 
Design4Health 2019, 
Sheffield) and poster 
presentations. The work 
was also shared through 
panel discussions linked 
to a tour of the Fighting 
for Life play in London 
and Yorkshire.

Design4Health Panel Discussion, 2018

Fighting for Life Play
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/fighting-life-claire-
craig-brings-award-winning-play-sheffield/

Marie Curie Play

Design4Health Exhibition

https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/fighting-life-claire-craig-brings-award-winning-play-sheffield/
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/fighting-life-claire-craig-brings-award-winning-play-sheffield/
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THE LIFE CAFE - DISSEMINATION - PRESENTATIONS AND SEMINARS

Marie Curie Conference 2017, London
From radical to real: Implementing new 
models of palliative care. [PDF9a}

Hospice UK webinar
Presentation for the British Lung Foundation 
/ Hospice UK Conference.

Hospice UK Conference, London

RCOT Conference, Birmingham
Presentation titled: Co-designing tools for 
engagement in care homes. [PDF9b]

Marie Curie Conference, London
Feb 2019

Design4Health Keynote, Auckland
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/de-
sign-for-health-symposium-auckland/

Workshop, Design4Health, Auckland
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/de-
sign-for-health-symposium-auckland/

Workshop, QUT Design Week,  
Brisbane

PHPCI Conference, Sydney
Trip funded by the Association of Common-
wealth Universities Early Career Grant.

Design4Health Presentation, Sheffield

Paul Chamberlain (Art and Design Research Centre, Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK)

Life Café - Design to Care

Helen Fisher (Art and Design Research Centre, Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK)

Claire Craig (Art and Design Research Centre, Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK)

‘This has made an incredible 
difference to me today to share 
these things and listen to you all.’
Life Café Participant

Good care is ‘talking, listening, 
communicating, trusting, consistency, 
choice and time.’
Life Café Participant 

Figure 1: 

Figure 2: The little things 
 

Figure 3: Sensory activities 
  

Figure 4: Objects of importance 
  

Figure 5: What’s meaningful to me 

Introduction.

The Life Café Kit

Drawing on long-established ethical principles the UK General Medical 
Council articulates good end of life care as that which ‘helps patients with 
life-limiting conditions to live as well as possible until they die and to die with 
dignity’ (GMC 2009 p.3).

The last decade has witnessed a demographic change on unprecedented 
scale. People are living longer and with more complex, long term conditions 
such as cancer and dementia. Our palliative and end of life care services will 
be required to meet the needs of our ageing population under increasing 
pressure. This poster presents the Life Café, one of the outputs of the Design 
to Care programme which seeks to rethink how palliative and end of life care 
can be provided equitably, efficiently and sustainably for future generations. 

The community engagement aspect of the Design to Care programme 
focuses on understanding what is important to different individuals in life, in 
care, and towards end of life. A methodology has been developed by 
researchers at Sheffield Hallam University’s Lab4Living, to enable research to 
be gathered in an informal, comfortable manner within existing community 
groups and familiar environments. This has been named the Life Café. 

The Life Café is comprised of a variety of critical artefacts, activities and 
resources, co-developed with community members, that have been used to 
gather stories, experiences and ideas to support the design phase of the 
project. The Life Café itself has now become a product that can be used 
across different services to establish what matters to individuals and enable 
difficult conversations. 

Marie Curie Design to Care programme
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https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/design-for-health-symposium-auckland/
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/design-for-health-symposium-auckland/
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/design-for-health-symposium-auckland/
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/design-for-health-symposium-auckland/
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THE LIFE CAFE - DISSEMINATION - MEDIA COVERAGE

The Life Cafe has been 
disseminated through 
National and International 
Press.

The Guardian
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/
nov/02/charitys-life-cafe-kits-aim-to-help-reti-
cent-britons-face-up-to-death [PDF10a]

https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/life-cafe-pro-
ject-extends-its-reach/?doing_wp_cron=16115919
85.3840250968933105468750

Marie Curie Blog
https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/blog/what-is-a-life-ca-
fe/261130 [PDF10b]

Japanese Article (TBC)
Journalist Steve Jarvis [PDF10c]

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/nov/02/charitys-life-cafe-kits-aim-to-help-reticent-britons-face-up-to-death
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/nov/02/charitys-life-cafe-kits-aim-to-help-reticent-britons-face-up-to-death
https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2019/nov/02/charitys-life-cafe-kits-aim-to-help-reticent-britons-face-up-to-death
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/life-cafe-project-extends-its-reach/?doing_wp_cron=1611591985.384
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/life-cafe-project-extends-its-reach/?doing_wp_cron=1611591985.384
https://blogs.shu.ac.uk/c3riimpact/life-cafe-project-extends-its-reach/?doing_wp_cron=1611591985.384
https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/blog/what-is-a-life-cafe/261130
https://www.mariecurie.org.uk/blog/what-is-a-life-cafe/261130
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THE LIFE CAFE - DISSEMINATION - TEACHING

The Life Cafe is used in 
learning and teaching 
health care students 
about end of life care 
in the United Kingdom 
(The University of 
Sheffield, Sheffield 
Hallam University, 
Lincoln University), in 
teaching occupational 
therapy students in 
Malta and Switzerland. 
It has formed the basis 
of webinars for staff 
working in hospice UK 
and has been used by 
staff in Canada in the 
teaching of Design 
Students.
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THE LIFE CAFE - STRATEGIC ADOPTION - SHEFFIELD HOSPITALS, LOCAL GOVERNMENT AND MARIE CURIE

The reach of this research has been further extended 
by invitations for Lab4Living to sit on national and 
local strategic boards that inform the delivery of end 
of life care. Within Sheffield we are closely aligned to 
both the Public Health Approach to Compassionate 
Cities and to the strategic development of hospital 
based end of life services. Researchers have worked 
with hospital consultants leading to co-authored 
publications. 

The Life Cafe is commercially available. Marie Curie 
purchased over 200 for use across community 
groups, hospices and hospitals. Care homes have 
purchased an adapted version of the Life Cafe named 
the Care Cafe.
https://bmcpalliatcare.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12904-020-
00597-y [PDF12a]

This will be the FCA Big room's primary focus at the beginning.
 

How can we support, enable, train and involve people close to the person who is at the end of

their life.

 

With all of this work there is lots of crossover with other important areas that you have identified.

 

The regular Big Room meetings will start soon, please contact us if you would like to be involved.*

The next steps of this work have been

developed and designed by your input. 

 

We have taken into consideration

discussions from the Big Room workshop,

stakeholder interviews and your voting on

important areas of work.

Supporting People Who Matter to the Patient 

We want to hear from you, so please contact us:* 

Nick.Deayton@nhs.net / Eleanor.Smith7@nhs.net

07388997817

This piece of work is focused on using team coaching

to bring people together to improve people's

experience at the end of life. 

Care Coordinators

We have met with Wandsworth CCG who

have developed a highly

successful End of Life coordination service.

Find out more here. 

 

We are working with Sheffield CCG to explore

ways of improving how care is coordinated. 

 

We are working with Karen Danvers at

Sheffield CCG (karen.danvers@nhs.net).

 

We are exploring how STH’s Single Point of

Access could support this work. 

Talking about Death and Dying

 

This is a broader cultural theme, through

engaging with this work, we are raising the

profile of this agenda.

 

We welcome your ideas on how we can

develop this work. 

 

We will be working closely with Claire Craig

and her Life Cafe (c.craig@shu.ac.uk). 

Find out more here.

The scope of this work is huge. 

 

To begin with, the focus of the FCA Big Room

will be around supporting 'carers'. 

 

We will stay connected and contribute towards

the other areas of work you identified. 

 

To understand more, please read below. 

One Record System

 

At the Big Room workshop, this got the

most votes. However, delivering on this

feels beyond our group's direct influence. 

 

We are working with Kate Mansfield from

Sheffield ACP (kate.mansfield3@nhs.net). 

 

Hopefully, End of Life could be a pilot area

for a new single system in Sheffield.

Above: Flow Coaching Academy Involvement [PDF12b]

Above: Sheffield CCGAbove: Life Cafe on the market

https://bmcpalliatcare.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12904-020-00597-y
https://bmcpalliatcare.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s12904-020-00597-y
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THE LIFE CAFE - STRATEGIC ADOPTION - COMPASSIONATE COMMUNITIES

Above: Compassionate Communities Network Mapping Kit

The Life Cafe aligns with the International 
Compassionate Communities movement. Researchers 
worked with the international lead for this work 
and developed a network mapping resource for 
communities which complimented and sat alongside 
the Life Cafe materials to fully integrate this work.
https://www.compassionate-communitiesuk.co.uk

Above: Compassionate Communities Training EventAbove: Video of a Compassionate Communities Resource Trails

https://www.compassionate-communitiesuk.co.uk
https://youtu.be/2aRo-KMtMW4
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THE LIFE CAFE - COMMUNITY ADOPTION

One of the additional findings of 
the research was that community 
groups valued the Life Café to such 
an extent that they wished to use 
this to facilitate their own groups.
 
The research sought to understand 
what community groups required 
to independently facilitate the Life 
Café. Three sites were chosen: a 
community organisation supporting 
carers of people living with 
dementia, a care home organisation 
comprising of 10 homes and a 
community craft hub. 

Through an iterative co-design 
process, materials were created 
to support the delivery of the Life 
Café and feedback was collected. 
A manual reflecting the findings 
was then incorporated into the final 
version of the product.

The following images show 
facilitators independently using the 
Life Cafe materials to facilitate their 
groups.

The Life Cafe was found 
to be effective in enabling 
community groups to 
engage in conversations 
about difficult topics 
relating to care and 
meaning in life and at end 
of life.
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THE LIFE CAFE - COMMUNITY VIDEO CASE STUDIES

Above: Video of a community Life Cafe

This video is an interview with a Life Cafe facilitator, 
sharing her experience of running community 
groups.

Above: Video of a Life Cafe in a Care Home

This video is an interview with a Life Cafe facilitator, 
sharing her experience of running groups in 
Sheffcare Care Homes.

https://youtu.be/CJ89YAjYFEI
https://youtu.be/Ek-lgANwT9w
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